
“OVER THE YEARS, MOBILTEX HAS OFTEN SOUGHT OUR 
OPINIONS FOR THE CAPABILITIES OF NEW PRODUCTS, 
WHICH SPEAKS TO THEIR DRIVE TO MOVE THE 
INDUSTRY FORWARD.”

INTRODUCTION
For more than 65 years, TC Energy has operated 
pipelines, storage facilities and power generation 
facilities that supply safe and reliable energy to 
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico.

Reliable field tested hardware and cloud based software 
analytics from MOBILTEX® is helping TC Energy remotely 
monitor its cathodic protection system and deliver reliable 
service to millions of customers.

CHALLENGE:

SELECTING AND INTEGRATING    
RELIABLE REMOTE CP MONITORING 
SYSTEMS FOR A CONTINENTAL 
PIPELINE NETWORK
TransCanada Energy was one of the first pipeline 
operators in Canada to implement remote monitoring 
equipment for cathodic protection (CP) systems, 
completing its initial installation of devices in the 
late 1990s.

This new technology, which included MOBILTEX devices, promised 
to dramatically improve the collection of CP performance data, while 
also reducing the amount of time and travel for corrosion specialists 
to monitor the operation of CP rectifiers and conduct survey activities.

One of the biggest challenges for these early devices was the 
acceptance and integration of a new technology to TC Energy’s 
IT platform. As a result, TC Energy was not able access the 
full functionality of the devices or collaborate with progressive 
manufacturers like MOBILTEX to implement desirable product 
enhancements.
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SOLUTION:

COLLABORATIVE SOLUTION 
DEVELOPMENT WITH AN EMERGING 
LEADER IN REMOTE CP MONITORING
But TC Energy’s corrosion prevention team eventually 
gained the support of the IT group and in 2014 began  
a rigorous evaluation of the MOBILTEX RMU3 to provide 
remote monitoring and interruption for rectifiers.

“We knew that MOBILTEX had already completed several generations 
of product development,” said Tim Leitao, Project Support Engineer, 
Corrosion Prevention Projects and Engineering for TC Energy. “We 
hoped that this success and the proximity of our teams would enable 
us to collaboratively develop the next generation of products with 
features and functions that would benefit both companies.”

The company equipped a group of rectifiers with the devices and 
conducted a year-long pilot study to evaluate their performance. 
The results were good, according to Leitao, since the MOBILTEX 
RMU3 devices provided reliable operation, robust synchronization 
for interruption activities, and integrated well with TC Energy’s data 
collection software.

Inspired by the success, TC Energy began a structured program to 
retrofit rectifiers that would provide the greatest operational impact. 
Eventually, over 1,000 rectifiers on its entire mainline were equipped 
with MOBILTEX RMU3 devices.

A year later, MOBILTEX introduced the CorTalk RMU1, a battery-
operated remote monitoring device for coupons and bonds at 
test stations. TC Energy immediately began a program to test 
the equipment and evaluate the benefits. Again, the results were 
favourable and the RMU1 devices were installed on key assets.
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“MOBILTEX responded quickly to the early implementation and 
configuration issues we had with the new RMU1 devices,” Leitao 
said. “We worked through them together and got everything set up 
and working properly. Over the years, MOBILTEX has often sought 
our opinions for the capabilities of new products, which speaks to 
their drive to move the industry forward.”

As an example, in 2016 MOBILTEX introduced a new product that 
was developed in collaboration with TC Energy to streamline rectifier 
monitoring. The MUX3 Channel Expansion Base Multiplier for RMU3 
enabled TC Energy to cost-effectively connect up to four RMU3 base 
units to a single antenna and remotely monitor up to 16 channels. 
This approach helped to significantly reduce the initial cost for 
equipment and ongoing cost of airtime to monitor the CP system.

Today, thousands of MOBILTEX RMU1 and RMU3 devices monitor 
CP assets for virtually the entire TC Energy pipeline in Canada and 
are installed on key sections of TC Energy pipeline assets in the 
United States and Mexico. MOBILTEX devices were also installed 
during construction of several new TC Energy pipelines.

“THE MOBILTEX RMUS HAVE ENABLED US TO BUILD A 
ROBUST MONITORING SYSTEM THAT DETECTS SYSTEM 
CHANGES IN NEAR REAL-TIME.”

RESULTS:

NEAR REAL-TIME DATA 
COLLECTION AND SIGNIFICANT 
OPERATIONAL SAVINGS
Prior to the installation of MOBILTEX CorView devices,  
TC Energy corrosion specialists were visiting each  
rectifier on a monthly basis—an interval that exceeds  
the regulatory requirement for system monitoring.

MOBILTEX RMU1 and RMU3 devices deliver near real-time 
monitoring of CP systems with status updates that can be seen at 
a glance using the CorView web-based interface. If any operational 
parameter exceeds a set threshold, the RMU devices immediately 
trigger an alarm and sends a notification to a corrosion specialist.

Reliability in durability, data collection and battery life, was 
particularly important to TC Energy when evaluating and selecting 
the remote CP monitoring equipment.

CorTalk® RMU1 Remote Monitoring Unit

“The MOBILTEX RMUs have enabled us to build a robust monitoring 
system that detects system changes in nearreal time, minimizes travel 
to remote sites and enables our corrosion specialists to focus their 
skills on important maintenance tasks,” Leitao said. “Our vision is to 
be able to monitor the performance of all CP assets in real time and 
demonstrate compliance without travelling to them to collect data.“

MOBILTEX CorView devices are also enabling TC Energy to collect 
much more performance data from the CP system, according to 
Leitao. The company can now see and collect data to show how 
impressed-current CP systems are operating in near-real time, how 
seasonal changes and other factors affect performance, where AC 
and DC interference exists, and more.

“This new data will help us to better understand the conditions 
at each impressed-current CP system and test station, and to 
extrapolate the impact on the pipeline,” Leitao said. “It’s already 
helping us make more informed and more confident decisions in 
deploying resources, better managing risk, reducing travel and 
protecting the environment.”


